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BACKGROUND 

Currently there are over 22k crypto tokens issued in 2023. Most of 

them are a scam. The rest are about some project. Around 350 coins 

are available for trading on Binance as the largest CEX. The general 

purpose of the TOP trading coins are mainly technical (eg. 

faster/cheaper/more clever network or interchange between these 

networks) or a DeFi related (eg. Loan or Staking). This is a bit “l’art 

pur l’art” - like developing a faster motor, but never using it.  

Blockchain is a really cool and innovative infrastructure, which 

makes the world more independent from “the Ones”, and gives 

freedom to Creative Individuals. More and more projects are 

expected to appear which fill out these coins/tokens/projects with 

business content from all over the world. 

Issuing a coin is easy. However without content it will be one of the 

unused 22k. Being part of a working ecosystem that will provide 

it with content. A coin must have a purpose to be used, which 

provides it with real value. That’s all. COINROBOT is one of these.  
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THE PROJECT 

The Project started in 2021 with the goal to build a fully 

automated, intelligent crypto trading bot. The primary 

requirements were towards the Robot to think instead of us, to 

trade without loss and to circulate the capital increasing the 

number of the selected coins.  

The crypto market is very volatile. And that is perfect for the 

business idea. The coin prices are constantly changing, but the 

market as a whole moves together. There is an equalization 

between the exchange rates. And this is the basic idea on which 

the project was built.  

Most of the people do not want to configure their Robot all day 

nor do not wish to fine tune the parameters or to constantly follow 

the market. But are interested in crypto. 

Blockchain and AI technology is the future. More and more 

business will appear. Therefore the coin prices will rise. Most crypto 

traders believe in a “bull run” and are not concerned about when 

it happens. Therefore the goal for the Robot is not to increase the 
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value of the portfolio in dollars. The goal is to increase the amount 

of coins in which you trust! Simply stated: having more coins 

results in more value as the market rises. So the questions is not 

how much BTC/ETH/CAKE is worth now. The question is how many 

coins you own from those you believe will increase in value.  

Coin Robot with AI intelligence uses the past stats to make the 

decisions for the present and the future. It evaluates the market in 

0-24 and creates the best but still secure trades to increase the 

number of the selected coins. The project is named 

CoinRobot.AI and its native token is COINROBOT.  

CoinRobot.AI will never close the positions with loss in the 

number of initial coins (unless you set it so by StopLoss). If the price 

of the coins rises Robot will BUY and SELL to realize a profit and 

increase the amount of coins. If the prices falls the Robot will 

CONVERT between coins, to increase the number of the coins. 

That’s all. 

CoinRobot.AI project is planned to grow in order to manage the 

capital intelligently. Currently it runs on the largest CEX 
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supporting 60+ coins. It is planned to also work on DEX with any 

coin you prefer. You select the coins you trust and the Robot will 

do the rest. 

CoinRobot.AI is accessible through web at https://coinrobot.ai. 

Each user has an own instance, with own web-office. The Robot 

uses API with trading rights only (NO withdrawal). Your coins are 

always in your Wallet. You may drill down any time in config and 

in stats, or leave the Robot to work and get emails on your growth. 

We try to keep everything simple.  

CoinRobot.AI is an ecosystem on blockchain. It increases the 

number of your coins from your own wallet and is fully controlled 

by you. Beta testing started in Aug 2022 with 70+ real traders. 

The trading logic is closed at the end of March, 2023. The 

COINROBOT token is issued in Aug.2023. The go to market is 

scheduled to 15th of October, 2023. 

COINROBOT token is the “fuel” for the Robot, which circulates in 

a decentralized way and is publicly available through 

Pancakeswap. 
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THE COIN 

CoinRobot.AI project issued COINROBOT token on BsC network.  

COINROBOT contract address is: 

0x3FD230b77ad19AaF6330da7854eC76d5AEb49eAd  

Network: BSC, BEP-20 

COINROBOT token is the “fuel” for the CoinRobot.AI ecosystem.  

Computational operations require resources that must be provided 

in advance in BNB coin or COINROBOT token. Each CoinRobot.AI 

instance has its own BsC address. CoinRobot.AI usage will always 

be 10% lower when the "fuel" is secured in COINROBOT token 

instead of BNB. The price of COINROBOT is not fixed to the BNB 

price. Instead, the final value to be given to the Robot is calculated 

at the current exchange rate to ensure the discount when using 

the native token. So you always pay 10% less in COINROBOT than 

in BNB. Worth it? We think so. 

The COINROBOT ecosystem becomes live with circulation of this 

coin: each piece of COINROBOT returns back to the Robot.  
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In summary COINROBOT token may be used to manage your 

crypto capital with CoinRobot.AI, or can HODL for later profit.  

COINROBOT can be obtained from Pancakeswap for USDT.  

Link for USDT /COINROBOT pair : 

https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=0x3FD230b77

ad19AaF6330da7854eC76d5AEb49eAd&inputCurrency=0x55d398

326f99059fF775485246999027B3197955 

COINROBOT is available in most know wallets using the address 

above, but it can be swapped from any coin in your Metamask. 

 

https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=0x3FD230b77ad19AaF6330da7854eC76d5AEb49eAd&inputCurrency=0x55d398326f99059fF775485246999027B3197955
https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=0x3FD230b77ad19AaF6330da7854eC76d5AEb49eAd&inputCurrency=0x55d398326f99059fF775485246999027B3197955
https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=0x3FD230b77ad19AaF6330da7854eC76d5AEb49eAd&inputCurrency=0x55d398326f99059fF775485246999027B3197955
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DISTRIBUTION 

The COINROBOT token will be distributed and used as it is 

detailed below. 

Development will use 10%+10% to ensure continuous quality 

coding using top technology. 

Support’s part 10%+10% to ensure that user experience meets 

with our expectations. 

Market management uses 10% to cover the market related 

activities. 50% of the coins will be on market by deployment rules. 

Distribution of COINROBOT is as follows:  

COINROBOT Total Supply: 777.777.777 100% 

Development management:  77.777.777 10% 

Development:  77.777.777 10% 

Support management:  77.777.777 10% 

Support:  77.777.777 10% 

Market management: 77.777.777 10% 

Market: 388888888 50% 

0x3bD61a544b96eB7f9ACC0c340f5205585cB56006 

0x57Dd87eE9B008a837A98dD16b8cEa08509EBc65F 

0x196cD4f5c4549eD49A10329Fd665a4133A84DE50 

0x5a0721699E43515064BB6301B8bCAe02DC4aC392 

0x9992bD9F73417944e9036BDa5064Ba69a65dc720 

0x116879C578F54A887800D16114a03056D6e13dB0 
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Enter to market (ICO) actions done until Aug, 2023:  

COINROBOT on market  

in Aug. 2023 

1.022.108 0.131% 

Market (Pancakeswap)  

min.price: 1$ 

11.000 ~0.001% 

Market (Pancakeswap)  

min.price: 1.25$ 

77.777 0.01% 

Market (Pancakeswap)  

min.price: 1.5$ 

77.777 0.01% 

Market (Pancakeswap)  

min.price: 1.75$ 

77.777 0.01% 

Market (Pancakeswap)  

min.price: 2$ 

777.777 0.1% 

 

Market deployment rules :  

1.§   Always +1% of the Supply (7.777.777 COINROBOT, up to 

the 50% limit) if the amount of the COINROBOT tokens falls 

below 10% in the current liquidity pools, compared to the 

initial amount of the pools. The +1% is launched at the market 

price + 10%, after 48 hours when it is publicly announced. 
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2.§ The COINROBOT tokens transferred back to CoinRobot.AI 

project will circulate back to the Market. 

 

3.§ Support and Development pools are locked. Pools may be 

freed up in the max.1% ratio of pooled USDT. 

 

4.§ Burning option is available but is not planned to be used. A 

minimum of a 3 month period will be left after a public 

announcement before its usage.  

 

5.§ Minting option is available but is not planned to be used. A 

minimum of a 3 month period will be left after a public 

announcement before its usage. Minting is only allowed if 

more than 777.777 active user will use CoinRobot.AI. 

 

6.§ No airdrops. 
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SCHEDULE 

Basic rule: no stress. ;) 

What is known: 

- COINROBOT token has been issued in August 2023, and is 

available on Pancakeswap. The initial offering is detailed 

above. 

- CoinRobot.AI project will be publicly available until the end 

of 2023. Please follow us at https://coinrobot.ai  

- The Robot will work as it is described in “The Project” 

section.  

 

Further info:  

E-mail:  coin@coinrobot.ai  

Telegram: https://t.me/CoinRobotAI  

 

https://coinrobot.ai/
mailto:coin@coinrobot.ai
https://t.me/CoinRobotAI
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DISCLAIMER 

This is not financial advice or a financial product. We develop a 

Robot that trades on behalf of the user and according to his 

settings on a statistical basis under the user's full control. 

Trading cryptocurrencies carries a high level of risk, and may not 

be suitable for all investors. Before deciding to trade cryptocurrency 

you should carefully consider your investment objectives, level of 

experience, and risk appetite. The possibility exists that you could 

sustain a loss of some or all of your initial investment and therefore 

you should not invest money that you cannot afford to lose. You 

should be aware of all the risks associated with cryptocurrency 

trading, and seek advice from an independent financial advisor. 

Any information contained on this whitepaper and on CoinRobot.AI 

website does not constitute investment advice. The 

CoinRobot.AI will not accept liability for any loss or damage, 

including without limitation to, any loss of profit, which may arise 

directly or indirectly from use of or reliance on such information or 

using COINROBOT token.  


